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1 Introduction

Large-scale applications are typically built on top of geo-distributed databases running
on multiple datacenters (DCs) situated around the globe.

Network failures are unavoidable, but in most internet services, availability is not
negotiable; in this context, the CAP theorem proves that it is impossible to provide both
availability and strong consistency at the same time.

Sacrificing strong consistency, exposes developpers to complex anomalies that are
complex to build against.

AntidoteDB is a database designed for geo-replication. As it aims to provide high
availability with the strongest possible consistency model, it guarantees Transactional
Causal Consistency (TCC) and supports CRDTs. TCC means that: (1) if one update
happens before another, they will be observed in the same order (causal consistency), and
(2) updates in the same transaction are observed all-or-nothing.

When a transaction commits an update, the database does not overwrite the old
version of the object but instead. creates a new version. Multiple concurrent versions of
an object may exist simultaneously. Conversely, a transaction reads a consistent snapshot,
i.e., a set of object-versions that satisfies the TCC properties.

In AntidoteDB, the database is persisted as a journal of operations. In the current
implementation, the journal grows without bound. The main objective of this paper is to
specify a mechanism for pruning the journal safely, by storing recent checkpoints. This
will enable faster reads and crash recovery. A secondary objective is to be able to use
multiple storage backends, including legacy databases or file systems without change to
their native format.
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Figure 1: Overall architecture of Antidote

2 Background: system model

2.1 DCs, objects, shards, and vnodes

An AntidoteDB installation is composed of a (small) set of geo-distributed Data Center
s (DCs), as illustrated in Figure 1. Each DC is composed of a number of shards (a few
hundred); each shard is implemented as “virtual node” (vnode), itself composed of a set
of server/daemon modules, whose decomposition is explained later in this document. A
single physical server may host a number of vnodes.

An object is identified by a unique integer identifier called its key.1 The keyspace
is partitioned among shards, i.e., each key is assigned a single shard, and every key is
assigned to some shard. The object-to-shard mapping (currently implemented using
consistent hashing) is identical in every DC; therefore we can speak of a key’s shard
generically. The vnodes for a given shard in different DCs communicate via a FIFO
channel.2

The rest of this section provides more detail about the structure and function of
1In AntidoteDB, the key also encodes the object’s type. We will ignore this fact because it is irrelevant

to the rest of the document.
2However, since there are multiple such channels in parallel, DC-to-DC communication is not FIFO.
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vnodes. Please refer in particular to Figure 2.

2.2 Transactions

The unit of operation in AntidoteDB is the transaction. A transaction may read and
update any number objects of the database. TCC guarantees that a transaction is atomic,
i.e., its updates are all-or-nothing (but it does not guarantee serialisable isolation).

AntidoteDB supports different types of transaction (e.g., static and interactive).
These distinctions are out of scope of this document, as they all have the same structure
from the perspective of the backend: a start-transaction event, followed by one or more
read or update events, followed by abort or 2PC.

2.3 Causal Consistency

Causal order is defined as follows. Consider some update operations a, b and c. If a is
executed by the same process as b, and a executes before b then a precedes b. If b reads
the values updated by a, then a precedes b. If a precedes c and c precedes b, then a
precedes b.

Causal consistency requires that a client observe updates in causal order. This means
that, if update a causally precedes update b, and some client observes b, then that same
client must be able to observe a.

TCC guarantees both atomic transactions and causal consistency, i.e., transactions
are all-or-nothing, and their updates are observed in causal order.

2.4 Vector Timestamps

AntiodteDB uses vector timestamps to track the causal order between events. Each
DC generates monotonically increasing timestamps (from its real-time clock). A vector
timestamp is a vector of these timestamps, with one entry per DC.

The causal ordering of events implies their vector timestamps are ordered in the same
way: If Event 1 is causally-before Event 2, their vector timestamps vt1 and vt2 are such
that vc1 < vc2. Note that the converse is not true in Antidote, the timestamps of two
concurrent events may be either incomparable or arbitrarily ordered (a timestamp is a
safe approximation).

The order between vector timestamps vt1 and vt2 is defined as followed:
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Figure 2: Architecture of a shard’s vnode. An ongoing transaction is managed by a
dedicated transaction coordinator, which forwards each operation to the relevant vnodes(s).
A shard’s local journal stream records local updates and system operations. Inter-DC
replication subscribes to the local journal stream, and symmetrically publishes remote-DC
journal streams (for the same shard). The cache subscribes to both local and remote
journals, in order to maintain up-to-date versions of this shard’s objects. The cache writes
recent versions to checkpoint storage.
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• vt1 = vt2 if every entry of vt1 is equal to the corresponding entry of vt2. They
represent the same event.
• vt1 ≤ vt2 if every entry of vt1 is less or equal to the corresponding entry of vt2.
• vt1 < vt2 if vt1 ≤ vt2 and vt1 6= vt2. If Event 1 is causally before Event 2, this is

true, but the converse is not guaranteed.
• vt1 is incomparable to vt2 if vt1 ¬ ≤ vt2 ∧ vt1 ¬ ≤ vt2. There is some entry in vt1

that lower than the corresponding entry in vt2, and vice-versa. Events 1 and 2 are
necessarily concurrent, but the converse is not true.

A vector timestamp represents a cut or time of the data store. We are interested only
in transactionally-and-causally consistent cuts (TCC cuts for short). A TCC cut is one
that satisfies the TCC properties, i.e., if it includes some update, then it also includes all
updates of the same transaction and all causally preceding updates.

Each vertical line in Figure 4 represents a TCC cut.

2.5 Snapshot

All the reads of some transaction come from a same state of the database (i.e., a version
of every object in the database), called the transaction’s snapshot.

Antidote maintains the invariant that a transaction’s snapshot is a TCC cut. The
snapshot’s vector clock is called the transaction’s dependence vector or snapshot vector
(the two terms are equivalent). If the transaction commits successfully, its final state is
identified by its commit vector. A commit vector is strictly greater than the transaction’s
snapshot vector.

2.6 Global Stable Snapshot (GSS)

Each shard in a DC is replicated to all other DCs. All updates that originate in some
DC are sent asynchronously to the corresponding vnode in other DCs. Although the
vnode-to-vnode connection is FIFO, the storage state of different shards in the same DC
is not causally consistent. Without extra care, a transaction that reads from multiple
shards might be unsafe, or have to wait, because a shard is missing updates with respect
to another.

The Cure protocol [1] is what ensures the TCC properties. Cure has two main
objectives:
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(1) To ensure that transactions in a DC commit atomically, and in a total order across
all shards of that DC. It uses the Clock-SI design for this purpose [3]).

(2) To ensure that that updates are observed in a causally-consistent order within a DC.
To this effect, each vnode continuously computes a safe lower bound for that DC,
called its Global Stable Snapshot (GSS). The GSS is a TCC-consistent cut across
all shards of the DC, which is stable, i.e., all the corresponding updates have been
received and persisted by all shards of this DC. To ensure that only states that are
below the GSS are visible to a client, AntidoteDB chooses a transaction’s snapshot
to be earlier than the GSS.

2.7 Causally-Stable Snapshot (CSS)

In our new design, we will also leverage the concept of a Causally-Stable Snapshot (CSS). A
CSS is a state where all concurrent operations have been received and resolved. Formally,
any updates that are delivered after the CSS is computed will have a higher timestamp than
the CSS [2, Definition 5.1]. To simplify the logic, we assume that successive computations
of a CSS at some vnode are monotonically non-decreasing (this is always possible).

At CSSes, an object can use its sequential representation, empty of any concurrency-
related metadata such as vector clocks or tombstones. The transitions between successive
CSSes can be explained as sequential updates. This makes the representation simpler and
more compact. For instance, both Add-Wins and Remove-Wins sets reduce to classical
sequential sets, and RGA reduces to a classical list.

2.8 Journal

The events that impact the state of the store are persisted in a log, called the Journal
herein. The journal constitutes the ground truth of the database state.

The journal is logically composed of a number of sequential streams, each of which
records the events originating from a given vnode. A vnode’s journal stream is replicated
to its counterparts at all other DCs. A journal stream is private to its shard.

As illustrated in Figure 3, a journal stream records object updates, as well as
transaction begin, abort, prepare and commit, and various other system events such as
checkpointing.
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Figure 3: Logical structure of a journal stream. A journal record indicates either begin,
prepare, commit or abort of a transaction, or an operation on some object. Note how
concurrent transactions are interleaved in the stream, and how a given transaction may
update multiple objects of this shard.
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2.9 Checkpoints

In the current implementation of Antidote, the current state of some object is computed
by applying all the committed updates to that object, read from the beginning of the
journal of its shard. The journal grows without bound, and recreating a version due to a
cache miss, or after recovery, after crash gets slower and slower as the system ages.

The alternative studied here is to store checkpoints, and to compute the state of an
object starting from its most recent checkpoint, and applying committed updates that
are concurrent or later than the checkpoint. The front of the journal can be truncated;
however, to be safe, this requires care, to ensure (for instance) that a checkpoint is a TCC
cut, and that all updates that are truncated away are available in a checkpoint.

2.10 Transaction Manager

Each DC has a single process called Transaction Manager that receives requests from
clients.

When a client transaction is received at a DC it creates a Transaction Coordinator to
manage it. Every Transaction Coordinator generated is supervised by the Transaction
Manager it ensures that they handle the transaction and terminates correctly. If a
Transaction Coordinator crash before sending a termination signal the Transaction
Manager creates another process to resume the transaction.

2.11 Transaction Coordinator

A client transaction is managed by a single process called its Transaction Coordinator,
running on some arbitrary server of the DC where the client is located. The role of
the Coordinator is to start the transaction at each involved shard, to send each client
operation to the correct shard, and to coordinate the termination (commit or abort) of
the transaction among the involved shards.

A transaction’s coordinator first assigns it a unique transaction ID and a Dependence
Vector (the vector timestamp of the transaction’s snapshot). When the transaction issues
an operation on some object, the coordinator forwards it to the appropriate local vnode.

For the purpose of this paper, a client operation is either a pure read or a pure
update.3 A read is satisfied (synchronous) by the shard’s cache. An update is sent
(asynchronously) to the shard’s journal stream.

3Note that in the current version of AntidoteDB a single operation can both read (“upstream”) and
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If the client aborts the transaction, the coordinator sends (asynchronously) an abort
record to all the involved shards’ journal streams. If the client requests the transaction to
commit, the coordinator flushes a (synchronous) prepare record to the relevant journals.
This ensures that the prepare, and all the preceding records, are persisted. Then, it
collects the responses from the shards, which it submits to a validation test. If validation
returns OK, the transaction is now considered committed, and the coordinator assigns it
a unique commit vector; if not, as aborted.4 As an optimisation, the coordinator sends a
commit (resp. abort) record (asynchronously) to the involved journals.5 At this point,
the coordinator terminates.

2.12 Inter-DC replication

The goal of inter-DC replication is twofold:

(1) To ensure that the journal stream produced by some shard at some DC is replicated
(asynchronously) at the corresponding shard at all other DCs. To this effect, each
vnode server publishes its journal stream, and symmetrically subscribes to the journal
stream of the same shard in other DCs. For fault tolerance, this is supplemented by
an anti-entropy mechanism.6

(2) To continuously compute, at each DC, its Global Stable Snapshot (GSS) vector. The
GSS is a TCC cut that is a safe approximation of the set of updates that are stable.
A committed update is stable if it, and all its causal predecessors, have been received
and journaled persistently by this DC.

2.13 Cache

The cache maintains materialised versions of objects that are currently in use. An entry
in the cache is identified by a pair (k, c) where k is the key of the object, and c the
commit-timestamp of the version. Each vnode maintains a cache for its own shard.7

Given some object of interest with key k, the cache subscribes to updates to k from

update (“downstream”). We prefer the pure model, as it simplifies the system design. We believe that
upstream-downstream operations can be modelled simply using transactions.

4A CRDT transaction always validates.
5If there is a crash, on recovery, if the commit or abort record is absent, the recovery coordinator runs

the validation test again.
6Anti-entropy is not yet implemented in the current version of AntidoteDB.
7As future work, it may improve performance to merge the per-shard caches of a same physical server

into a single unified cache.
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all journal streams (local and remote) of this shard. It computes version c by applying all
the updates to k from the beginning of time (or from the most recent snapshot ≤ c), up
to c.

Note that a computed version might not be visible to some client, i.e., is not allowed to
be read by it. For instance, an update that is part of an uncommitted transaction is visible
only within that transaction; a committed update is not visible until its predecessors are
stable.

A policy module decides which objects and versions to cache, and which to evict; this
is orthogonal to the cache mechanism described here. For instance, it may be beneficial
to give priority to local updates (read-my-writes policy).

In Antidote, objects are copied between the cache and the client transaction, which is
expensive. In the future, we should study whether it is possible to physically share the
cache memory with clients safely.

3 Persistent storage design

Our proposed design has the following objectives:

• Bounded-size journal, which is truncated safely thanks a check-pointing mechanism.
• Efficient caching with flexible cache management policies.
• Support for multiple, pluggable storage back-ends.
• Use of legacy databases or file systems as back-ends, using their native formats.

The overall architecture remains as described in Section 2 and Figure 2. In this
section, we provide a detailed analysis of the modules involved in persistent storage.
Section 4 will consider in-memory caching.

3.1 Checkpoint Storage

The new design is based on periodically persisting (to disk or to Non-Volatile RAM)
materialised versions of objects, called checkpoints. In the worst case, e.g., after a crash
when all volatile state has been lost, the current state of an object can be computed by:
(1) loading its last checkpoint (if any) into memory, (2) reading more recent updates (if
any) from the journal, (3) and applying the recent updates to the in-memory image.
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Once an object has been checkpointed, any earlier journal records for that object are
irrelevant. Once all objects of a shard have been checkpointed, then the corresponding
prefix of the journal can be truncated (deleted, reclaimed).

A local checkpoint store can be anything from a I/O driver for a hard drive, to a
database or even a cloud storage service. Our ambition is to be able to use different
legacy local storage systems, including file systems or database engines, without changing
their native format.

For instance, the RainbowFS project leverages Antidote to geo-replicate a Unix file
interface; we wish to use an unmodified Unix file system to store the RainbowFS files.
Similarly, one might geo-replicate the MongoDB database using Antidote and storing
MongoDB objects in a native MongoDB engines.

We cannot assume that the local storage system supports causal consistency or
versioning. For instance, the Unix file system semantics are purely sequential. However,
this is not a problem if we store checkpoints only at Causally-Stable Snapshots (CSSes);
as explained in Section 2.7 CSSes reduce to sequential semantics.

If it turns out that concurrency-related metadata is still needed (presumably, at least
a record of the vector timestamp of a checkpoint), it shall be stored in the Journal. The
protocol for this is not described here. Intuitively, one should first persist an intent record
in the journal, then store the checkpoint, and finally persist its timestamp in the journal.

3.2 Journal Storage

The logical structure and semantics of a journal stream remain as explained above and as
illustrated in Figure 3.

A journal record is identified by its unique journal sequence number (JSN), mono-
tonically increasing. It contains a scalar real-time timestamp and the identifier of the
transaction it belongs to. A system record can mark the beginning, prepare, commit, or
abort of the transaction, or contain other system information such as the descriptor of a
checkpoint, and possibly extra arguments (e.g., transaction type in begin-transaction).
An update record contains the key identifying the object, the type of operation, and any
arguments. As before, writes to the journal are asynchronous; the exception is a prepare
record, which is flushed with all preceding records to persistent storage synchronously.

The only significant change is that, in order to bound the size of the journal, it be
truncated from the left, i.e., a prefix can be deleted. In the next section, we specify the
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Figure 4: Relevant system states and their relations (for a given shard, at a given DC).
Each horizontal tape (one per DC) depicts a journal stream for this shard. Each vertical
line depicts a cut of interest and its vector timestamp. Over time, each journal stream
grows to the right (and is trimmed to the left), and each state of interest advances
monotonically to the right. As this happens, the causal precedence invariants, denoted ≤,
must be maintained.

safety invariants for truncation.

3.3 Key states and correctness invariants

To characterise the operation and correctness of the back-end store, we identify correctness
relations between some key states, listed below and illustrated in Figure 4.

The figure depicts the journal of some shard (Shard 1 for illustrative purposes) at
some DC (DC 2 for illustration). The shard’s journal is decomposed into journal streams,
originating from the DCs (local and remote). A journal stream grows left to right, and
its records are numbered by JSNs. A vector of JSNs (one per DC) can be interpreted as
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a cut that includes the numbered record and all its precedessors. The vertical lines in the
figure represent some important (TCC) cuts or snapshots, which we discuss next.

This shard’s journal grows towards the right; high_watermark , is the highest point
guaranteed to be persistent (there may exist more records beyond, but they are not
guaranteed). As every committed transaction should be persistent, the system must
enforce the invariant committed ≤ high_watermark .8

The system occasionally makes a persistent checkpoints of every object. The variable
checkpointed identifies the lowest (or the only) TCC cut checkpointed (initially −∞).
The system will never access a journal record older than checkpointed ; therefore, it is a
safe boundary for trimming the journal. To allow for less aggressive trimming (e.g., for
auditing purposes), the trim point will be called low_watermark ≤ checkpointed .

As explained earlier, checkpoints should be causally stable. Hence, the invariant
checkpointed ≤ Causally_Stable_Snapshot , where we assume that the system computes
monotonically-increasing CSSes (this is always possible).

Another important cut is the Global Stable Snapshot or GSS. Recall from Section 2
that all transactions committed before the GSS have been delivered and applied in order;
the GSS is the highest known safe snapshot point for this DC.

Therefore, a transaction must be initialised with its transaction_snapshot_time ≤
GSS. Furthermore, it may be unsafe to choose a snapshot that is too far in the past,
as it might include some object-version that is no longer available; hence the invariant
checkpointed ≤ transaction_snapshot_time.

When a transaction commits, the system assigns it a commit timestamp; by construc-
tion, GSS ≤ commited_timestamp.

Finally, by construction, Causally_Stable_Snapshot ≤ GSS.

After a crash, the system must be able to recover the values of low_watermark,
high_watermark and commited, as well as all records between the high and low watermarks,
and the checkpoint at committed.

8In future work, we may wish to refine this relation, since in fact, only committed transactions that
have an external effect, and their causal predecessors, need to be persisted.
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Figure 5: Cache design. Contains object versions, ongoing transaction descriptors, and
updates. Each object has either a timestamp or pointer to transaction descriptor. It
is subscribed to the Journal Stream and has acces to the Checkpoint Store in order to
compute and save object versions.
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4 In-memory object management

The cache, illustrated in Figure 5, maintains the materialised state of objects that are
currently of interest to the application. TCC requires to deal with multiple versions of
these object. In what follows, we will call each one an object-version.

4.1 Object-version descriptors

The system maintains the following information about an object’s version in an object-
version descriptor, as illustrated in the middle left of Figure 5:

• The object’s unique identifier, called its key k.
• The commit vector timestamp commit_vts v of the transaction that last updated

it (or a safe approximation thereof). An uninitialised object-version has a commit
timestamp of −∞.
• The present p bit is true when the descriptor is significant. Otherwise, it must be

ignored.
• The valid_vts v is a vector timestamp for which the object has not been updated. In

other words, it is known that there exist no committed updates between commit_vts
and valid_vts. Equivalently, this version is part of all snapshots between these two
values.
• The used z bit indicates that this version has been recently been used; useful for

cache management.
• The blob b points to the materialised value of the object (if any), either in memory

or on checkpoint store. The system does not interpret the blob, which is managed
by the object’s type.9 However, we assume that the blob is formed of a sequential
representation, computed at a CSS, followed by any number of update or delta
records.

The couple (key k , commit_vts c) is the primary key for an object-version.

4.2 Rely-guarantee notation

We specify the semantics of the cache as a set of methods, listed around the periphery
of Figure 5. In addition to its call signature and its return value retval, we specify its
behaviour using the rely-guarantee notation [4], by the following assertions:

9In Antidote, the type is itself encoded as part of the object’s key. Antidote supports CRDT types
such as Counter, LWW-register or AW-set, and quasi-CRDTs such as Bounded Counter.
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• Precondition pre. We interpret a false precondition as blocking, i.e., the method
waits until the precondition becomes true.
• Postcondition post. This describes the effects of the method at the point in time
where it returns. Notation OLD(x) in a postcondition refers to the value of x at
the point in time when the method was called.
• The rely condition specifies the effects that the environment (i.e., concurrently-
executing threads) are allowed to make. If the environment violates the rely
condition, behaviour is undefined. We use the following notation in rely conditions:
PRE(a) the environment preserves assertion a, i.e., if a is true, the environment
does not make it false; in particular, by PRE(pre), the environment preserves the
precondition. ID(vars): the environment does not modify the value of the variables
vars.
• A guarantee condition guar specifies the effects that this method may have on its

own environment. If the method’s effects violate guar, behaviour is undefined. We
use the following notation: MOD(vars) means that this method may modify any of
the variables in vars but nothing else. In particular, MOD(∅) promises that this
method modifies nothing.

The reader should view the methods as part of continuously-running daemons that
synchronise with one another through their preconditions. The specification focuses on
safety, and does not include progress conditions, which will be given informally in the
text as signals sent between modules.

4.3 Reading

The main application API is get, which accesses the materialised version of object with
key k at a snapshot with dependency vector dep.10 Its precondition requires that there
exists a suitable object-version descriptor e in the cache.11 It must have the same key
k, and a commit time c that satisfies the dependency, i.e., such that c ≤ dep and there
are no invalidating updates dep le v, where v is e’s validity timestamp. The cache entry
must be significant (presence bit p) and this version must be visible to the client.

The assertion visible abstracts the visibility conditions. A version is visible to its
writing transaction (read-my-writes). If the client is not the writing transaction, the

10Abstractly, get accesses the whole object, but more fine-grain versions thereof may be implemented,
e.g., contains(element) for a set.

11A cache entry is named by its primary key (key k, commit_vts c).
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version must be committed and causally stable. Furthermore, visible requires that access
control conditions (not addressed in this document) are satisfied [5].

If the precondition is not satisfied, get may either fail, or (in the case of a cache miss)
block and wait. To this effect, it might send a signal to the cache-filling daemon discussed
next.

When the precondition is satisfied, get returns the object and sets the used bit z to
true.

The method relies on the environment not removing or invalidating the cache entry,
and not resetting the used bit. The rely condition forbids the checkpointing daemon from
removing old checkpoints too aggressively, as it forbids advancing since checkpointed, the
time of the oldest checkpoint, may not advance further than the dep of any executing
transactoin.

It guarantees to modify no more than the used bit of cache entry e.

4.4 Filling the cache

A daemon fills the cache by loading a checkpoint from the store, then applying pending
updates from the journal. In practice, the fill-daemon will be prompted by a cache-miss
signal from the get method.

We assume the daemon first reads some materialised version from the checkpoint
store, which returns its key k, commit timestamp c,12 and contents b.

The daemon now loads that object-version into the cache. To model the fact that
a cache is bounded, we assume a global variable occupancy bounded by MAX. If the
cache is full, the precondition blocks load. In this case, the fill-daemon should signal the
eviction-daemon (discussed later) to make room.

Load allocates and initialises a suitable descriptor e and increments occupancy. As,
for generality, we do not assume the checkpoint store records the validity timestamp, we
initialise it to the same as checkpoint timestamp.13

12Or some safe approximation thereof, e.g., the checkpoint time). As noted above, a transaction cannot
request a snapshot older than the checkpoint time. Therefore, this approximation does no harm.

13If the checkpoint store does record the actual commit time and/or validity timestamp, they may be
initialised here.
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Load guarantees to not update memory outside of e and assumes the environment
does not overflow the cache nor update e (other than the used bit). This may require
concurrency control with inc.

The inc method updates an existing cache entry e = (k,c) with any updates from the
journal more recent than c up to some time t. The result is a cache entry e’ = (k, c’),
with the same key and a larger commit time. The descriptor e’ may be either the same
as e (overwrite), or a newly-allocated one.

The precondition blocks until the journal has caught up with t, and requires that e
exists with its presence bit true. The method initialises e’ by applying (in causal order and
respecting transaction atomicity) all journal records up to t that are either concurrent to,
or later than e. The resulting commit time is the least upper bound of these updates, and
the validity timestamp is t. If e’ was a new entry, the method increments the occupancy.

4.5 Eviction

Finally, there is an eviction daemon. It consists of two methods: clock periodically resets
the used bit of a cache entry (the reading and filling methods set this bit to true). The
evict method invalidates some entry e that is present and not used; in practice, it will
be triggered either periodically, or by a signal from the fill-daemon.14 Importantly, if
the environment sets the used bit during its execution, the method exits with no effect.
Otherwise, the method simply sets the presence bit to false and decreases the occupancy.

It relies on the environment not modifying e, except for also evicting, or setting the
used bit. It guarantees that, if the used bit changes, the method has no effect; otherwise,
it modifies only the presence bit.

5 Checkpoint daemon

The checkpointing daemon stores persistently materialised versions that it gets from the
cache. The eviction daemon should signal its intent to evict to the checkpointing daemon,
enabling the latter to checkpoint an object-version opportunistically while it is available.
Furthermore, When the trimming daemon wants to advance, it signals the checkpointing
daemon to make progress.

14Our specification should be able to support any replacement policy.
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The variable checkpointed designates the lowest TCC cut that includes, for every
object, a checkpoint whose state includes all the update records committed at any time
≤ checkpointed . If the checkpoint store does not support versioning (i.e., each object has
a single version), then there is a single checkpoint, identified by checkpointed. Initially,
checkpointed = −∞, implying that the journal cannot be trimmed.

As already noted in Section 4.3, the checkpointing daemon may not advance check-
pointed beyond the dep of any running transaction. If the checkpointing daemon conflicts
in this way with a running transaction, the daemon must wait for the transaction to
terminated, possibly by forcibly aborting it.

6 Conclusion

7 Todo

Talking about Inc and Load daemon
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